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RDI is on Call 24 Hours a Day
Rocky Mountain Rescue Dogs, Inc. (RDI) is a
volunteer, non-profit,
professional search
dog organization that
provides multitrained search dogs
to locate people
missing in the wilderness, urban, water,
avalanche, or disaster situations. RDI is
on call 24 hours a
day. Through a
voice messaging
system, the request
for services may be
made by any law
enforcement agency.
Time can be very critical when a person is
reported missing. A quick response means
the difference in finding lost people alive.
With pagers, the RDI coordinator can respond within minutes.
RDI teams consist of a handler and his/her
dog who donate their time and resources to
train in wilderness, avalanche, disaster, urban, evidence/body recovery and water
searching. Each dog/handler team must
meet rigid standards in air scent search,
tracking, canine obedience, mountaineering
skills and first aid. Since an emergency can
occur at any time, the handler maintains a
constant state of readiness, able to respond
at a moment’s notice. Teams are capable of
working day or night, under most weather
conditions and work well with other types of
search resources.
RDI will respond to many situations including:
hikers or hunters late in arriving home, overdue cross country skiers or snowmobilers,
mentally or physically handicapped persons,
young children or elderly persons, drowning,
avalanche, potential suicide victims, or persons trapped from a natural disaster.

Fide Canem...Trust the Dog

The Scentinal is published for the benefit of
law enforcement
agencies and the
general public interested in canine
search and rescue.
Contributors opinions
and statements do
not necessarily reflect the views of RDI
and the appearance
of advertisements
does not constitute
RDI endorsement.
Rocky Mountain
Rescue Dogs encourages contributions, but assumes
no responsibility for unsolicited material.
Address contributions to Rocky Mountain
Rescue Dogs- Scentinal.
For further information contact Rocky Mountain Rescue Dogs at:
Emergency Callout 1-800-327-DOGS (3647)
Non Emergency/Information (801) 560-6068
www.rockymountainrescuedogs.net
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K9 Scent Articles What and How
By Bryce Berry
RMRD and NASAR Certified

How to pickup a scent article without gloves:
A search dog has 44 times more olfactory sensory cells
than a human. He’s a super sniffer. His olfactory lobes
take up nearly one-eighth of his brain. A K9 can perceive
certain smells in the range of one part in ten quadrillion.
That’s incredible but true. Bodies, alive or dead, give off
rafts of cells (scent) constantly. At least one third of cells
emitted from humans are lighter than air (.014 microns or
smaller) and stay suspended. Two-thirds of scent given off
by the subject is heavier than air. It falls to the ground or
blows alongside to the ground. These heavier particles
form a trail. Each human has his own unique raft scent.
Most Search and Rescue K9s work better when provided
with an uncontaminated scent article of the individual they
are looking for. So what makes a good scent article and
how do you handle it so it does not become contaminated
with addition scents?

1. Turn bag inside out

A good scent article only has scent of the person you seek
(and only that person.) That allows the dog to know whom
to look for and follow. Scent articles can be various items,
including but not limited to: Pillowcase, T-shirt, Hat, Wallet,
checkbook, shoes, coats, gloves, clothing garments, preferable inner not outer clothing, but not underwear. Many
K9s can lift scent from uncontaminated footprints. Do not
use scent articles from the family hamper. Most teams
prefer to use sterile gauze swabbed on the scented item as
the porous gauze will collect the scent rafts for the dog to
smell. Porous is better than nonporous because it will trap
the scent rafts in the item, rather than just having some of
the scent on the article.
How do you collect and handle scent articles? When in
doubt, don’t. Let the dog handler collect it or a trained
member of the search team that has been taught how to
properly collect the scent articles without contaminating it
too much. When picking up a scent article, do not use your
bare hands, instead use a coat hanger, Leatherman, stick,
or wear sterile surgical gloves. Even leaning over or touching the article with one finger can contaminate it. Place it in
a clear, sealable plastic bag if possible, or a clean plastic
bag. This will enable you to keep it dry during inclement
weather and also allow you to take it with you once it has
been used to pre-scent the dog. If the K9 team didn’t use a
sterile gauze to swab the item; and in the event of a prolonged search, K9 teams will have the ability to re-scent
the dog as it becomes necessary. DO NOT use scented
plastic bags to store a scent article as it will interfere with
the dog's ability to individualize the subject's scent.

2. Reach in bag and grab article

3. Pull article inside bag

Fide Canem...Trust the Dog
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2006 Searches
DATE

LOCATION

DESCRIPTION

5/6-7/2006

SWEETWATER, WYOMING

18 YEAR OLD MAN

5/14/2006

SALT LAKE CITY, UT

8 YEAR OLD BOY

5/20/2006

TOOELE, UT

EVIDENCE

6/15/2006

SAN PETE, UT

MISSING PERSON

7/1/2006

SUMMIT COUNTY, UT

MISSING 70 YEAR OLD MAN

7/6/2006

DAVIS COUNTY, UT

MISSING 16 YEAR OLD GIRL

7/19/2006

SUMMIT COUNTY, UT

MISSING 74 YEAR OLD MAN

7/20/2006

SUMMIT COUNTY, UT

MISSING 74 YEAR OLD MAN

8/2-6/2006

CARBON COUNTY, UT

1 YR OLD FLOOD VICTIM

8/16/2006

DAVIS COUNTY, UT

26 YEAR OLD MAN

9/12-13/2006

SUBLETTE COUNTY, WY

56 YEAR OLD MAN

9/19/2006

MONTPELIER, ID

9 YEAR OLD BOY

9/23/2006

FT. DUCHESNE, UT

55 YEAR OLD MAN

9/26/2006

CARBON COUNTY, UT

1 YR OLD FLOOD VICTIM

11/2/2006

DAGGETT COUNTY, UT

HUNTER (CANCELLED)

DATE

LOCATION

DESCRIPTION

2/17/2007

SEVIER COUNTY, UT

MISSING MALE AVALANCHE

3/12/2007

PROVO CITY, UT

MISSING 8 YR OLD BOY

8/8/2007

SUMMIT COUNTY, UT

MISSING MAN

8/17-19/2007

BEAR LAKE COUNTY, ID

DROWNING

9/5-8/2007

UTAH COUNTY, UT

MISSING COLLEGE COED

9/11/2007

SUMMIT COUNTY, UT

MISSING 3 YR OLD

9/20/2007

GARFIELD CO, UT

87 YEAR OLD MAN

10/7/2007

SAN PETE, CO UT

80 YEAR OLD MAN

2007 Searches
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Rattlesnake Avoidance Training
By Mindy Badovinatz
RMRD Level III Certified
Instructor: Web Parton
Due to the heat of Utah in July, class started bright and early
at 6am. We were told that the purpose of this class was basically to “Traumatize” our dogs in to fearing the rattlesnake.
The rattlesnake that was used was the Great Basin Rattle
snake and is the species we are most likely to encounter here
in Utah. The snake had been defanged for the dog’s safety.
Web explained to us that what we were going to do was a
series of steps to get the dog to the point that all it took was
the scent of the snake to deter it from
approaching the snake. Here is how
Tikki’s training went:
After Tikki was fitted with the electronic shock collar, Web put Tikki on a
long leash and as I watched from a
short distance in the “Safe Zone” Web
walked Tikki right up to the snake.
Thank heavens that snake was defanged, because Tikki waltzed right
up and sniffed at it. So close he was
actually nudging the snake with his
nose. After Web knew that Tikki had gotten his fill of the
sound of the rattle, the look of the snake and most importantly the scent, he delivered a sharp shock to Tikki’s neck.
Web told us that the sharp feel of the shock is suppose to
simulate the bite of a snake. Tikki reared straight back up on
his hind legs and started screaming. I had never seen Tikki
respond to anything with such fear and pain. Web and Tikki
both ran over to me in the safe zone. Web and I immediately
comforted Tikki and made a really big deal out of what had
just happened to him.
The second round involved taking away the snakes sound by
putting scotch tape on its rattle and taking away the sight of
the snake by putting it in a mesh bag. Now we wanted the
dogs to go purely on scent alone. Web tied the snake bag to
a hitching post about eye level to most of the dogs. Tikki and

I
approached the snake from down wind. I watched Tikki very
closely for any signs that he smelled the snake. Tikki walked
right up to the pole and sniffed at the pole just below the
snake. I’m pretty sure that pole had been used by a few dogs
earlier as a restroom and that is what Tikki was interested in.
As Tikki raised his head and took a sniff at the bag, he suddenly jumped, but unfortunately did not run from the snake.
Web and I decided that it would be a good idea to shock Tikki
1 more time. After the collar was on, I
walked towards the snake again down
wind. When we approached the snake
I made Tikki sniff at the bag again and
when he did, Web delivered another
shock. Tikki again reared up and
screamed. Tikki and I ran away together and I comforted him.
The final test to see if in fact this had
worked, was to move the snake bag to
a more familiar location for the dogs.
Web tied the snake to the side view
mirror of one of the vehicles. We were to walk the dogs in
between the 2 vehicles towards the snake. We were downwind as we approached. At first I had Tikki on leash. Tikki
and I approached the vehicles and we got within 7 feet of the
snake when Tikki suddenly stopped and pulled me the other
direction away from the snake. YEAH! Later after other people had done this test, I wanted to take Tikki through one
more time, but this time off leash. Web had moved the snake
to another vehicle mirror. Tikki and I approached down wind
and when Tikki go within 10 feet of the snake he quickly
stopped, turned and bolted for the back of my truck and
jumped in. I’m pretty sure that Tikki understood the lesson of
the class. And now I know that my K9 partner will be that
much safer the next time we are called on a search.
Photo courtesy of the National Park Service.

RMRD K9 and Handler Advancements
Level II Certifications

Level III Certifications

NASAR Certifications::

Liz and Tank-April 2007

Bryce and Sandy-Dec.-2006

Dee and Pastis-Jan. 2007

Cindy and Rutger-Jan. 2007

Bryce and Sandy-Wilderness I, II,
III, and Avalanche

Marie and Kahlua-Oct.-2006

Avalanche Certified and Deployable:

Stephanie and Doc-May 2007

Liz and Arnie

Cindy and Lacy-May 2007

Bryce and Sandy

Adam and Woody-March 2007

Tricia and Chloe
Andre and Barley

Fide Canem...Trust the Dog

FEMA Certifications:
Liz and Arnie-Type II disaster
certification
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Avalanche Rescue Dogs
WHAT they do, HOW they do it, Why they are valuable
By Bryce Berry
RMRD and NASAR Certified
Information Courtesy of www.sarbc.com
Winter recreation has some elements of risk and danger,
(maybe that’s part of why we do these things.)
In the snow world there are ever increasing types of fun – skiing, backcountry skiing, climbing,
snowboarding, snowmobiling, snow shoeing, and others. One of the potential risks common
to all of these activities is the snow itself. Piled up on the mountainside, the snow slide –
AVALANCHE.

Most avalanche accidents involving people are caused by people. A person unfortunate enough to be caught and buried in this, now unfriendly, stuff is “encased” and unable to get out.
They need HELP and need it quickly – NOW!
The Survival Probability of someone located and extricated within 15 minutes is 92%.
And this survival rate plummets to 30% at 35 minutes.
http://www.avalanche.org/~moonstone/rescue/avalanche%20survival%20chances.htm

To RESCUE them, you have to FIND them. Even buried under the
snow, a person produces a cloud of scent that percolates through the
snow to the surface.
An Avalanche Dog can detect this scent and follow it to the victim. And
they can do it with speed and efficiency. These dogs are one of the fastest methods used to locate victims.
www.avalanche.org/~doghouse/1%20a%20INTRO/scent%20cloud.htm

They can do the same work as 400 people.
And it is easier, quicker and safer to deploy an Avalanche Rescue Dog Team
than large groups of people.
This is a graphic comparing the search coverage of a 20 person probe line [the
hatched area] Vs. 1 Avalanche Dog Team in that critical first 30 minutes.
http://www.avalanche.org/~doghouse/avalanche_search_methods-times.htm

Fide Canem...Trust the Dog
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In Memory of Cowboy
By Dave Richards
RMRD Level III and Utah Task Force I FEMA Certified
I got Cowboy from a real cowboy in
Ashton, Idaho, who used Border Collies
to herd his stock. I knew very little about
the breed, except that they are high
energy and smart. I wanted a running
companion, as I was doing a lot of ultra-marathons and thought it would be
neat to have a dog accompany me on
these 20+ mile runs through the mountains.
I enrolled Cowboy in a puppy kindergarten class when he was 10 weeks old
and he was spooky-smart; he learned
things in less than an hour that other
dogs took a week to learn. I became a
candidate with Rocky Mountain and
Cowboy learned search skills as fast as
he mastered obedience. Within a year,
he certified in
wilderness,
tracking and
avalanche. Over
the same time
period, he won
numerous
awards at AKC
obedience trials
and obtained
both his CD title
(Companion
Dog) and his
CDX title
(Companion Dog
Excellent).
After a year with Rocky Mountain, we
also joined Utah Task Force 1, which is
a FEMA search and rescue task force
based in Salt Lake City. Cowboy
tested to national standards and passed
everything and was certified as a
"basic" FEMA dog, deployed to find live
victims. Later that year we decided to
give the advanced test a try. At that
time, there were no advance certified
dogs in the state. After testing in Sacramento in Late June, Cowboy nailed it
and the task force had a type I dog.
We were deployed on 9-11 and spent
about two weeks searching the debris.
We were deployed to Gulfport, Mississippi after Katrina hit. In Mississippi, we
were almost always the first search and
rescue team in the affected area and

we searched hundreds, if not thousands, of structures.
Cowboy maintained certification with Rocky Mountain Rescue Dogs, going on dozens of
searches, some high profile
(like Elizabeth Smart and Garret Bardsley) and some that
most people haven't heard of.
He searched busy city areas
and extremely remote areas in
the Grand Staircase and
Utah's vast west desert. He
searched high Uintah peaks and deep
slot canyons, and searched in snow
covered valleys and on mountain lakes.
He has been in the beds of pickup
trucks and on ATVs, as well as helicopters, dozens of
light planes, commercial airlines,
and even a Lear
jet.
In February of
2007, Cowboy was
diagnosed with
bone cancer in his
left front shoulder.
The options were
quite limited; amputate his leg and
hope for a year or
more, or, treat it
symptomatically and hope for six
months. I couldn’t bear the thought of
Cowboy struggling to walk on three
legs, so we chose to enjoy him as long
as we could. Within a few weeks, Stan
Stearns, a wonderful man we had met
at Alta during an avy workout, called me
to offer his assistance. His dog Gabe
had been diagnosed with the same
form of cancer and Stan was determined to find a new protocol for treating
this malady. It was quite expensive, but
Stan offered to pay for everything.
Within the week we headed to Colorado
State for a week of chemo, radiation,
and radioactive isotope therapy. Stan’s
goal was to find a cure for not only
dogs, but children who contract this
crappy disease. Cowboy fought hard,
but he developed a complication: anemia. After seven transfusions over sev-

Fide Canem...Trust the Dog

eral weeks, it became apparent that
things were not going to work out for
Cowboy. I had to come to grips with the
fact that he was
not a science project. Almost as
much as he enjoyed chasing his
Frisbee, Cowboy
loved watching
people. We spent
our last day together at the park,
laying on a blanket
together and watching the world go by
one more time with Cowboy. I will never
ever forget him.
Of all his talents, one was most apparent: he is the only dog I’ve ever known
who understood English, not just simple
commands, but sentences like “wait for
this car to drive past before you cross
the street” and “I’m tired of Frisbee, why
don’t you go find that yellow ball.” I
always felt a little guilty about his
search training because I usually had to
explain what I wanted only once and he
usually mastered whatever skill was
being taught with only one training session. I don’t think Cowboy ever realized
he was a dog; he thought he was just a
short person with four legs. I never tried
to convince him otherwise.
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Demonstration Hours
DATE

LOCATION

NO. TYPE

RDI MEMBERS

1/2/2007

BRIGHAM CITY

300 BOY SCOUTS

BRYCE/MIKE/MICHELLE

3

1/12/2007

COSGRIFF SCHOOL

23 ELEMENTARY

BARB

2

1/19/2007

COSGRIFF SCHOOL

15 ELEMENTARY

BARB

1/31/2007

BACKMAN ELEM

3/15/2007

CARDSTON

5/11/2007

BACKMAN ELEM

5/17/2007

DRAPER

9 ELEMENTARY

HOURS

2

BARB/KAREN

3.5

90 ELEMENTARY

BRYCE

13 ELEMENTARY

BARB

2.5

BARB/STEPHANIE/ADAM

7.5

100 BOY SCOUTS

1

DAVE P/GAIL/MARY JO
5/23/2007

WHEELER FARM

40 BOY SCOUTS

MINDY/STEPHANIE/BARB

4

6/5/2007

LAYTON

80 LIBRARY

LIZ,/MARY JO/KACY

3

6/20/2007

SYRACUSE

BARB/MIKE/MICHELLE

5

6/24/2007

WELLSVILLE

30 BOY SCOUTS

BRYCE/MICHELLE

2

6/26/2007

CLEARFIELD

80 LIBRARY

STEPHANIE/DAVE R

3

6/28/2007

KAYSVILLE

BARB

3

7/19/2007

CLEARFIELD

ADAM/COLE

2

8/2/2007

SALT LAKE CITY

LAURIE/STEPHANIE/MINDY

15

100 LIBRARY

100 LIBRARY
50 LIBRARY
200 THEATER

ALAN/TRICIA/TOM/CINDY/LIZ
08/03/07

OGDEN

200 THEATER

08/13/07

DRAPER

15 LIBRARY

08/22/07

DIMPLE DELL

09/15/07

BRIGHAM CITY

09/18/07

HOLLADAY

09/25/07

UT STATE FAIRPARK

09/27/07

U O UTAH

09/28/07

SUGARHOUSE B&G

10/19/07

BOUNTIFUL

CHANNEL 4
100'S SAFETY FAIR
15 LIBRARY

BRYCE/MARYJO/KACY

6

LAURIE

2

MINDY/STEPH/KACY

2

LIZ/DARRICK/KACY

12

LAURIE

2

200 CFC KICKOFF

BARB

5

100'S EMPLOYEE DAY

BARB

5

BARB

2.5

30 DAYCARE
600 ELEMENTARY

LAURIE/ADAM/KACY

3

Donations 2006-2007
AMN Construction

Community Shares/Utah

Dottie Weaver

Dr. and Mrs. John Greenlee

Laser Exhibitor Service

Marie Ginman

Noblis - Lauraleen O’Connor

Randall Mason

Rob Webster

Robert Eckman

Masonic Temple of Utah, Inc.

The Dogs Meow

The Roosters

Tim White-America First Credit
Union

Val A Green and Edith D
Green Foundation, Inc.

United Way Central and Southern

United Way Davis County

WALMART

We are grateful for the donations received this past year. RD is a volunteer, non-profit professional search
dog organization. With the donations received we were able to purchase state of the art GPS units for each
K9 team. We also acquired 2 new lap top computers. With this equipment we can download each search
teams GPS search track log at the end of a search to evaluate areas that need further searching. If you
would like to make a contribution please refer to the back page of this news letter.
Thank you for your contributions.
Fide Canem...Trust the Dog
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Rocky Mountain Rescue Dogs, Inc.

Non-Profit Org.

I would like to help contribute to
ROCKY MOUNTAIN RESCUE DOGS, INC.
Please accept my donation of:
_____ $500.00 or more

Major Sponsor

_____ $100.00- $499.99

Honorary RMRD Sponsor

_____ $50.00 – $99.00

Search Dog Sponsor

_____ $5.00 - $49.00

Friends of Search Dog

From:
Name: _______________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________
City: ____________________ State: ______ Zip: ____________
\Mail to:

ROCKY MOUNTAIN RESCUE DOGS, INC.
3359 South Main #122
Salt Lake City, UT 84115

